Let’s Talk 2021.
Our mediators are experts at what they do and when not mediating
they enjoy sharing experience gained from mediating over 10,000
(so far!) matters between them in their careers. To this end we offer
a range of talks which normally take place over a breakfast, lunchtime
or late afternoon whichever is preferred. Typical run time is one
hour with time for questions.
Usually two mediators from Independent Mediators would deliver the
talk at your offices or online using your preferred platform. Listed below
are some of the topics covered but we are more than happy to tailor
these to specific requirements or answer any specific questions you
may have from experiences encountered.

Mediation - The Lawyer’s Role.
Examples of the topics covered in this talk...
How to get the most out of mediation, effective preparation, the
perfect position statement, when should counsel and/or experts
attend, negotiation tactics, do’s and don’ts from a client and legal
team perspective, opening meetings, why some mediations
don’t settle, use of experts and achieving settlement.
For 2020/2021 this has also been updated to incorporate tips
for mediating online. At Independent Mediators, we have all the
facilities to offer mediation online. Our team of mediators have
conducted many mediations online. This has included cross-border
mediations involving multiple parties across several time zones.
We are currently using Zoom as our preferred platform particularly
because it offers the facility of separate breakout rooms for separate
parties. If the parties have a different preferred platform this can
be used if agreed by all. We have also worked with parties on two
separate platforms.
This section of the session includes tips for managing the time on
the day and building rapport. Where the session is being delivered
online it is also a practical opportunity to see the platform in action.
The mediator can put the attendees into breakout rooms.
This gives participants the opportunity to experience the platform
and being moved (virtually) from one room to another.
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Mediating International Disputes.
Examples of the topics covered in this talk...
Characteristics of international disputes, agreement to
mediate, process design, language and culture, dispute
or conflict and negotiations in international disputes.

Tailor-made Sessions.
We can tailor anything to meet your needs.
You may want to put this out to your team and ask them if they
could ask a mediator anything what would it be. Send the list
of questions you get back to us and we will put these into a
presentation. This means your team are getting the answers
to the questions most relevant to their matters, areas of
practice, jurisdictions, and prior experience.
You may want a more in-depth session for those new to mediation
or who have undertaken a small number, examining what works/
doesn’t, challenges they have encountered, how to work better
with the mediator, using your client effectively, etc. The longer
format (approx. 2 hours) would enable more discussion.
We would be delighted to work with you to build something
which is most useful and relevant for you.

Book a Talk.
If you would like to arrange a talk for teams within your firm
please contact Nicky Doble by using the contact details below.

T +44 (0)20 7127 9223
E imoffice@independentmediators.co.uk
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